Micro Report Series Description

Series Mnemonic       THFD

Series Name           Weekly Report of Financial Condition for Intervened Thrift
                      Institutions; Daily Report of Financial Condition for Intervened Thrift
                      Institutions

Starting Date         March 15, 1989

Ending Date           July 31, 1991

Frequency             Weekly, as of close of business each Wednesday
                      Prior to August 8, 1990, reported daily, as of close of business each day

Reporting Panel

Intervened Thrift Institutions:
Consists of savings and loan associations that have been placed under the conservatorship of the RTC. Approximately 188 institutions.

Major Changes to Reporting Panel

Prior to March 13, 1991, approximately 245 institutions.

Data Mode

Weekly
Thousands of dollars. Interest rates are reported as percentages to two decimal places.

Data Availability

On the Thursday following the Wednesday as-of date

Major Series Changes

Beginning August 8, 1990, the frequency reported for the Report of Financial Condition for Intervened Thrift Institutions was changed from daily to weekly. Also the form headings reflects the RTC's ownership of the report. The collection of information on the old joint lending program was
replaced with two new items that will capture information on RTC advances and the information of the FHLB liberalized guidelines box was deleted. Also line references of the old S&L Call(FHLBB) were replaced with new S&L Call(OTS) line references.

**Background Information**


**Confidentiality**

Individual respondent data and names of respondents are confidential.